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TOPIC: PRC-Russia Cooperation 
Spotlighting PRC’s Continued Support to Russia Despite Legal Commitments to Ukraine  

 

  BLUF  
 Prior to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, PRC committed to respect Ukraine’s sovereignty, independence, and 

territorial integrity and pledged to support Ukraine against external threats.  

 Despite legal commitments to Ukraine, PRC has failed to denounce Russia’s invasion, stymied UN responses, 
advanced economic ties with Russia, and routinely conducted combined military operations with Russia.  

 

WHY THIS MATTERS  
 PRC’s actions violate its legal commitments to Ukraine and the UN; demonstrate disregard for international law; 

undermine the authority of the United Nations; erode the international rules-based order; and embolden further 
Russian aggression.  

 

DETAILED DISCUSSION  
 Upon Ukraine’s nuclear disarmament in 1994, PRC transmitted a statement to the UN General Assembly, which 

noted that the PRC would never use or threaten nuclear aggression against Ukraine and urged other countries to 
similarly commit; specified that “disputes and differences should be settled peacefully through consultations on 
an equal footing”; and explicitly recognized Ukraine’s sovereignty, independence, and territorial integrity. i    

 During a visit to Ukraine by former PRC president, Jiang Zemin, in 2001, the two countries signed a Joint 
Statement, which reconfirmed their burgeoning relationship. PRC again noted its respect for Ukraine’s 
“independence, sovereignty and territory integrity” and “reiterate[d] its commitment of guaranteeing nuclear 
safety” to Ukraine. Both nations also agreed that the UN is the world’s “most universal and authoritative 
international organization” and provided “assurance of international peace and security.”ii         

 Following decades of emerging diplomatic and economic ties, PRC and Ukraine signed a Treaty of Friendship in 
2013, to include several notable legal commitments. For example:iii 

o Art 6: “Neither Contracting Party shall take any action that would prejudice the sovereignty, security or 
territorial integrity of the other Contracting Party.” 

o Art 7: “Once complicated situations emerge…that threaten the peace, sovereignty, unity, or territorial 
integrity of either contracting party, the contracting parties shall immediately begin discussions to 
develop countermeasures.” 

o Art 8: “will expand cooperation in the United Nations...”  

 In a statement accompanying the Treaty, China “pledge[d] unconditionally to not use or threaten to use nuclear 
weapons” against Ukraine and to provide Ukraine with “corresponding security guarantees” if it were to be 
invaded using nuclear weapons or threat of nuclear weapons.iv 

 Under international law, states are bound to perform, “in good faith,” according to the treaties they enter into.v 
Further, states are obligated “to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of a treaty.”vi  

 Since its 2022 invasion of Ukraine, Russia has repeatedly threatened to use nuclear weapons,vii yet PRC has 
continuously avoided condemning the invasion of Ukraine and the threatened use of nuclear weapons.  

 In addition, PRC has abstained from votes for UN Security Council Resolutions that would hold Russia accountable 
for its aggression in violation of Art 2, UN Charter.viii The UN Security Council’s “primary responsibility” is to 
maintain “international peace and security.”ix 
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 PRC has continued to develop its military relations with Russia following the invasion of the Ukraine, exemplified 
by combined maritime and “strategic” aerial bomber patrols alongside Russia.x 

 PRC’s deepening economic ties with Russia have enabled continued Russian aggression and hindered the efforts 
of other states to deter Russia through sanctions.xi   

 

PROPOSED COUNTER-LAWFARE APPROACHxii 
 PRC’s actions violate its legal commitments to Ukraine and the UN; demonstrate disregard for international law; 

undermine the authority of the United Nations; erode the international rules-based order; and embolden further 
Russian aggression.  

 Despite Russia’s continued blatant violation of the UN Charter and PRC propaganda promoting a “UN-centered 
international order,”xiii PRC continues to advance military, economic, and diplomatic ties with Russia. 

 By blocking UN Security Council action, PRC has effectively abrogated its responsibility as a UN Security Council 
member and ignored its duty under the UN Charter to maintain international peace and security.  

 PRC’s actions are contrary to express commitments made by PRC to Ukraine in a bilateral friendship treaty and in 
guarantees to the UN regarding Ukraine’s nuclear safety.  

 Despite guaranteeing nuclear safety to Ukraine, PRC has not only stood by silent in the face of Russia’s nuclear 
threats, but has also legitimized Russia’s nuclear capabilities through joint strategic bomber patrols.    

 The PRC’s lack of response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is incongruent with its supposed respect for 
sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity, and non-intervention.  

 The international community should take note of PRC’s disregard for its security guarantees and treaty obligations 
and reconsider reliance on similar assurances.   
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